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Abstract--Perfect elimination schemes (p.e.s.) occur in a number of important problems such as 
perfect Gaussian elimination. The main objective of this paper is to study the parallel computation 
of p.e.s, of a triangulated or perfect elimination graph G = (V, E), with n = [V I vertices. We start 
with the notion of partitioning a triangulated graph into a set of (mutually disjoint) adjacency-level 
sets and we present a parallel algorithm, based mainly on the properties of the adjacency-level sets, 
which computes a p.e.s, in time O(log L. log H) using L- H.  n 2 processors on a CRCW-P ILAM.  The 
computation of the adjacency-level sets of a triangulated graph can be done in time O(log L) with 
L • H • n 2 processors within the same type of computational model. Here, L <= n and H <: n are the 
length and the height of the graph, respectively. 
KeywordswParal lel  a gorithm, Perfect elimination, Graph partition, Lexicographic search, Tri- 
angulated graph, CRCW-PRAM, Complexity. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Perfect elimination schemes (p.e.s.) occur in a number of important problems among which per- 
fect Gaussian elimination. The manipulation of certain matrices, e.g., sparse symmetric matrices 
can be reduced to the manipulation of corresponding graphs. A graph possesses a p.e.s, if and 
only if it is triangulated (triangulated graphs have also been called chordal, monotone transitive 
and perfect elimination graphs). 
Our objective is to study the parallel computation of a p.e.s, of a triangulated graphs G -- 
(V, E), with n = IV[ vertices. Naor, Naor and Schaffer [1] have given a number of parallel 
algorithms which, after computing first a number of other entities, eventually compute a p.e.s. 
in time O(log 3 n) with O(n 4) processors. Ho and Lee [2] compute first a clique tree and, given 
the clique tree, a p,e.s, in overall time O(log n) with O(n 4) processors. 
The authors of this paper start with the notion of partitioning a graph into a set of (mutu- 
ally disjoint) adjacency-level sets and compute a p.e.s., directly, in time O( logL.  log H) with 
O(L. H .  n 2) processors. For the process of partitioning, we use a parallel algorithm which com- 
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putes the adjacency-level sets of a graph in time O(log L) with L • H • n 2 processors [3], where 
L < n and H < n are the length and the height of the graph, respectively (see Section 3). The 
computational model used in all cases is a Concurrent-Read Concurrent-Write Parallel RAM 
(CRCW-PRAM). 
Next, we establish the notation and terminology used here. We call the graph a pair G = (V, E), 
where V is a finite set o fn  = IV[ elements called vertices and E -- {(x,y) t x, y E V, x ~ y} a set 
of e = [E[ unordered vertex pairs called edges. The vertices that belong to an edge axe said to be 
adjacent. We call the adjacency set of a vertex x E V, which we denote by adj(x), the set of all 
vertices that are adjacent o x, i.e., adj(x) = {y [ y E V&(x,y) E E}. We can extend the notion 
of adjacency set so that for any set S c_ V, we define adj(S) = {y I Y E adj(x) & x E S} - S. Given 
a subset W C_ V of the vertices, we define the subgraph induced by W to be G[W] = (W, E(W)), 
where E(W) = {(x,y) [ (x,y) E E & x E W}. A graph is complete if every pair of distinct 
vertices is an edge. A subset W of the vertex set V, that induces a complete subgraph, is called 
a clique. A vertex x E V is called simplicial if its adjacency set adj(x) is a clique [4]. 
A chain of length r in a graph G, is a sequence of distinct vertices [vo, vl,. . . ,vr], where 
(vi-1, vi) E E, for 1 < i < r. A cycle is a chain of length r _> 2 such that the vertices v0 and v~ 
are adjacent. A graph G is called triangulated (or chordal) if every cycle of length, at least, four 
has a chord, i.e., an edge joining two nonconsecutive rtices in a cycle [1,4-7]. 
An ordering of the vertices of set V of a graph G = (V, E) is a bijection a : V ~-~ {1, 2 , . . . ,  n}, 
where n = ]V[. An ordering a = [vl,v2,... ,v,~] is called a perfect elimination scheme (p.e.s.) if 
each vi is a simplicial vertex of the induced subgraph G [(vi, vi+l,. • •, vn}]. A graph G = (V, E) 
has a p.e.s, if and only if it is triangulated [4,8-10], (see Figure 1). 
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Figure 1. A triangulated graph; one p.e.s, is a = [g, f, d, e, h, a, b, c]. 
If a = [V l ,V2 , . . .  ,Vn] is an ordering of the vertices of graph G, then we define the reverse 
ordering aR = [vn, vn-1,. . . ,  vl]. If we denote by err an ordering [vl, v2, . . . ,  vn] of the vertices of 
graph G, then a~ 1 (x) is the number (index) that shows the position of vertex x in the ordering aR. 
It is obvious that 1 _< a~l(x) <_ n. 
2. SEQUENTIAL  COMPUTATION OF  A P .E .S .  
Rose, Tarjan and Lueker [11], and Tarjan and Yannakakis [12,13] have presented algorithms for 
the sequential computation of a p.e.s. We shall focus our attention on the algorithm developed 
by Rose et al. [11], which is relevant o our work, and uses a lexicographic breadth-first search 
to compute an ordering a of the vertices of the graph. The algorithm, which we call LEXBFS 
and is listed in Figure 2, numbers the nodes of the graph, from n to 1, in the order in which they 
are selected in step "Select" of the algorithm. This numbering fixes the positions of the vertices 
in the ordering a. The label of each vertex v consists of a string of digits which are concatenated 
in decreasing order. The vertices are lexicographically ordered according to their labels. In cases 
in which more than one of the vertices have the same label, the selection of the vertex can be 
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made arbitrarily. The algorithm LEXBFS computes a p.e.s, of a triangulated graph G -- (V, E) 
in time O(n + e), where n = IVI and e = [E I. 
Algorithm LEXBFS 
beg in  
1. Select an arbitrary vertex v from the graph G = (V, E), v • V; p.e.s. 
Assign the label "n" to vertex v, where n -- IVI, and the empty label ~ to 
each vertex x • V - {v}, i.e., Label(v) *-- "n", Label(x) ~- ~, Vx • V - {v}; 
2. for i ~- n to  1 s tep -1  do 
end. 
Select 
Labelling 
Numbering 
Update 
end; 
: pick an unnumbered vertex v with largest label; 
: Label (v) ~ Label(v)[I "i"; 
: a[i] ~ v ; / / th i s  assigns to vertex v the number i / /  
: for each unnumbered vertex w • adj(v) do 
Label(w) ~ Label(w) [[ "i - 1"; 
Figure 2. The Algorithm LEXBFS. 
We notice that the process of numbering a specific vertex involves only the adjacency set of 
that vertex. This leads us to consider a partition of the set V of vertices into a collection of 
subsets which we call adjacency-level sets or simply adjacency levels. Such a partition is defined 
with respect o a specific vertex. There are therefore, n -- IVI possible partitions of a graph. 
3. ADJACENCY LEVEL  SETS 
Given a graph G = (V, E) and a vertex v • V, we define a partition A(G, v) of the vertex 
set V (we shall frequently use the term partition of the graph G), with respect o the vertex v in 
the following manner: 
A(G, v) = {AL(v, i) Iv • V, 0 < t < Lv, 1 <_ Lv < IVI}, 
where AL(v,i), 0 < g < L. ,  are the adjacency-level sets, or simply the adjacency levels, and Lv 
is the length of the partition A(G, v). The adjacency-level sets have the following properties: 
AL(v, ~) M AL (v, ~') = 0, 
adj(x) MAL(v ,g-  1) # 0, 
adj(x) ;7 AL(v,g - 2) = 0, 
for g # t', 
Yx • AL(v,i), l < g < Lv, 
Yx • AL(v,~), 2 < g < Lv 
and 
U v 
O<~<L,, 
The adjacency-level sets of the partition A(G, v), are defined recursively as follows: 
AL(v, 0) = {v}, v E V, 
AL(v, 1) = adj(v), and 
AL(v,l) = {Y l Y • adj(AL(v,g- 1)) -AL(v , i -  1) -AL(v ,g -2)} ,  l<2 .  
Thus, the adjacency-level sets of the graph of Figure 1, with respect o vertices c and g, are shown 
in Figure 3(a) and Figure 3(b), respectively. The lengths Lc and Ld are 2 and 3, respectively. 
CAMWAZ9-6-E 
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Figure 3. Partitions of the graph of Figure 1, with respect o vertices c (L = 2) and 
d (L = 3), respectively. 
To a given graph G = (1I, E), we associate a length L defined by 
L = max {Li ] Li is the length of A (G, xi),  xi E V}, 
L=I ,  
for LVI > 1, 
for IvI = 1, 
and a height H defined by 
S = max{x Ix = IAi(x,e)l, g = 0 ,1 , . . . , L} .  
We shall call the magnitudes L and H defined above, the length and the height of graph G = (V, E), 
respectively. Clearly, L~ <:_ L, for every x E V. 
We point out here that the adjacency-level sets AL(v, e), 0 < ~ < L,, of partition (G, v), can 
also be computed by considering first the distance matrix of the graph G and then extracting all 
necessary set information from it [14]. 
4. PARALLEL  COMPUTATION OF  A P .E .S .  
We start with some observations on algorithm LEXBFS, discussed in Section 2, which computes 
a p.e.s, of a triangulated graph G -- (11, E) in a sequential environment. The algorithm involves 
two main processes, trongly related or dependent on each other, which are the process of labelling 
and the process of numbering. As mentioned in the appropriate section, numbering fixes the 
positions of the vertices in the ordering a. We denote the label of a vertex x E V by Label(x), 
and the number assigned to it by a~, where a~ is an integer in the range 1 to n -- IVI. 
We observe that, if ax,ay are the numbers assigned to vertices x, y E V, respectively, and 
a~ > ay, then Label(x) > Label(y). This holds for every pair of vertices x, y c V. We observe, 
moreover, that the number a~ assigned to vertex x is equal to the number of vertices which 
have label smaller than Label(x), plus 1. Therefore, the processes of labelling and numbering 
in algorithm LEXBFS can be executed independently, i.e., first all vertices are labelled and 
then are numbered. This is true because, if we label first all vertices of the graph using the 
process of labelling, then we can number the vertices using the statement a Ea~] ~-- x (this assigns 
number ax to vertex x), where ax = the number of vertices with a label smaller than Label(x) 
plus 1. This is one of the facts on which is based the parallel computation of a p.e.s. It is obvious 
that, even the processes of labelling and numbering are executed separately, the complexity of 
algorithm LEXBFS remains unchanged, O(IV I + [El). 
We apply now algorithm LEXBFS to a partitioned graph A(G,v), v E V, with adjacency- 
level sets AL(v, 0), AL(v, 1) . . . .  , AL(v, e) , . . . ,  AL(v, L). We start the numbering with the vertex 
of level zero (/ = 0), i.e., Label(v) *-- "n + 1" and Label(x) *-- A Vx ~ V - {v}, initially. 
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According to the process of labelling and numbering of the algorithm LEXBFS (steps "Select" 
through "Update"), the numbering of the vertices of Level ~ cannot start, unless all vertices of 
Level ~ - 1, 1 < ~ < L, are numbered. Therefore, Label(x) > Label(y) for each pair of vertices x
and y, where x e AL(v , / ) ,  y E AL  (v, ~) and ~ < ~'. 
Next, we present a lemma, which describes a property f triangulated graphs. 
LEMMA 4.1. Consider a triangulated graph G = (V,E) and its adjacency-level sets AL(v,O), 
AL(v,  1), . . . ,  AL(v, L), v E V. Let x, y, z be vertices orAL(v,  l), 1 < l < L, such that (x, y) E E, 
(y, z) E E, (x, z)E, and 
[adj(x) n AL(v , t  - 1)[ _> max {[adj(y) n AL(v , I  - 1)l, ladj(z) M AL(v,g - 1)1 } . 
Then the [ollowing relation holds: 
adj(x) N AL(v , i  - 1) _D adj(y) n AL(v , I  - 1) _D adj(z) n AL(v , t  - 1) 
and, therefore, 
ladj(x) nAL(v , t  - 1)l _> ladj(y) NAL(v , i  - 1)1 >_ ladj(z) NAL(v ,g -  1)l. 
PROOF. Consider the vertex u such that u E adj(y) nAL(v , l  - 1) and u ~ adj(x) MAL(v , I  - 1). 
Then (u, x) ~ E. Since ]adj(x) N AL(v, l - 1)] _> ]adj(y) M AL(v, t - 1)1, there follows that there is 
a vertex w E adj(x) n AL(v, g - 1) such that (w, y) ~ E. Therefore, we are led to the conclusion 
that graph G[AL(v, O) U . . .  U AL(v, g - 1) U AL(v, g)] contains a cycle of length greater than 3, 
which is absurd. Therefore, adj(x)N AL(v , i -  1) D adj(y)M AL(v , l -  1). In a similar manner, 
it is shown that adj(x) M AL(v , !  - 1) _ adj(z) M AL(v ,£ -  1). 
Assume now that u E ad j (z )nA i (v , i -1 )  and u ~ ad j (y )MAi (v , l -1 ) .  Since ad j (x )MAL(v , l -  
1) _~ adj(z) n AL(v , i  - 1), there follows that u E adj(x) M AL(v,£ - 1). This implies that the 
cycle [u, x, y, z] has a length greater than 3, which is absurd, hence, adj(x) M AL(v, £ - 1) 
adj(y) N AL(v , I  - 1) _~ adj(z) M AL(v , l  - 1). Therefore, 
ladj(x) nAL(v , t  - 1)] _ ]adj(y) MAL(v,~. - 1)] _> ]adj(z) MAL(v ,£ -  1)l , 
for g-- 1 ,2 , . . . , L .  ] 
The above facts lead us to the following observations about algorithm LEXBFS, when it is 
applied to a partitioned graph A(G, v), v E V. 
OBSERVATION 1. Label(x) > Label(y) > Label(z),Vx E AL(v,£), Vy E AL(v,g) and Vy E 
AL(v,g), where g < il < t ' .  
OBSERVATION 2. Vertex x E AL(v, l) is numbered before y E AL(v, i t) is numbered, if t < l'. 
OBSERVATION 3. The vertex that is selected and numbered first in set AL(v, g), is that vertex 
which has the largest label among unnumbered vertices, i.e., the vertex which has the largest 
number of adjacent vertices in set AL(v , i  - 1), 1 < t < L, (Lemma 4.1). 
Let AL(v, 0), AL(v, 1), . . . ,  AL(v, L) be the adjacency-level sets of a partitioned graph A(G, v), 
v E V. Based on the previous facts and observations, mainly on the independence of labelling and 
numbering processes, we can select and label, in parallel, all vertices of graph in such a way that 
Label(x) > Label(y), for every x E AL(v, £) and for every y E AL(v, ~'), with ~ </ ' .  It is easy to 
establish this property, if we label all vertices of level g with the same label, say i, and all vertices 
of the next higher level g+l  with the same label, say j, smaller than i, 0 _< g < L. It is clear that, 
in the process of numbering, vertex x E AL(v, g) is numbered before y E AL(v, g t) is numbered, 
< /', i.e., a- l (x )  > a- l (y) .  Therefore, an ordering a = [AL(v ,L ) ,AL(v ,L  - 1) . . . .  ,AL(v,O)] 
is converted into a p.e.s, if the vertices of each set AL(v,~), l  = 1,2 . . . .  ,L are appropriately 
reordered. 
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According to Observation 3, the vertex which selected and numbered first in the set AL(v, ~), 
is always that which has the largest label among unnumbered vertices, i.e., the vertex which has 
the largest number of adjacent vertices in set AL(v, ~-1), 1 < ~ < L. Let x be the vertex which is 
numbered first in the set AL(v, ~), 1 < e < L. It is obvious that by applying algorithm LEXBFS, 
the vertices which are numbered next are the vertices of set AL(v, ~), which are adjacent o 
vertex x, i.e., the vertices of set adj(x) N AL(v, e). This is true because the vertices that belong 
to this set have the next largest labels of any other vertex of set AL(v, e), since they are adjacent 
to more vertices of set AL(v, ~ - 1) (Lemma 4.1). 
The above observations lead us to partition graph G[AL(v, l)] with respect o vertex x E 
AL(v, e), 1 < ~ < L, which is adjacent o the largest number of vertices that have a larger label 
than x, and to decrease the labels of partition A(AL(v, ~), x) so that Label(y) > Label(z), for 
every y e AL(x, ~) and for every z E AL(x, ~'), with ~ < g. 
An important point in the process of labelling of a partitioned graph A(G, v), v E V, is that 
the labels of vertices decrease (lexicographically) as the value of ~ increases, i.e., Label(x0) > 
Label(x1) > --. > Label(xL), for every xi E AL(v,i),O < i < L. A natural way, and more 
convenient to us, to label the vertices of the partitioned graph is to assign the value of level 
to the label of vertices in level t, i.e., assign the value t to the label of vertices in set AL(x,i),  
0 < £ _< L. By this, we establish the property Label(x0) < Label(x1) < -.. < Label(XL), for 
every x~ E AL(v,i), 0 < i < L. Now, the vertex which is selected first in set AL(v,g), say x, is 
that which is adjacent o the largest number of vertices with a smaller label than x, 1 < / < L. 
This does not cause any serious modification in the facts and observations listed above. The only 
deference is that the process of numbering produces, now, the reverse ordering eR instead of a. 
The reverse ordering of aR produces the ordering a. 
Next, we define two sets of vertices for each vertex x E V of graph G(V, E), which we call 
Min(x) and Equal(x). 
Min(x)  is defined as the set which contains all the vertices that have a label which is smaller 
than the label of vertex x E V, i.e., 
Min(x) = {y I Label(y) < Label(x), for each y E V}. 
Equal (x)  is defined to be the set that contains all the vertices of the graph which have a label 
equal to the label of vertex v E V, i.e., 
Equal(x) = {y I Label(y) = Label(x), for each y E V}. 
In addition to the above, we define a set, named SV, which contains vertices with respect o 
which various subgraphs are partitioned. 
Based on the previous facts and observations, we proceed now to formulate an algorithm for 
the parallel computation of a perfect elimination scheme of a triangulated graph. 
(1) First, the empty label is assigned to every vertex of graph G(V, E), vertex v is selected, 
and sets SV and Equal(v) are assigned initial values, i.e., SV ~ (v); Equal(v) ~-- V. 
(2) Graph G[Equal(v)] is partitioned, with respect o start vertex v E SV, and the adjacency- 
level sets AL(v, 0), AL(v, 1), . . . ,  AL(v, L,,) are constructed. Then the label of each ver- 
tex x E AL(v,g) is updated according to the assignment Label(x) ~- Label(x)ii"g", 
l<g<Lv.  
(3) The vertex sets Min(x) and Equal(x) are computed, for every vertex x E V. Moreover, 
for each vertex x E V the set C~ is computed such that it contains all the vertices that 
join vertex x E V by an edge and have a label smaller than that of vertex xy, i.e., 
Cx = adj(x) N Min(x). 
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(4) Next, the vertex x of set AL(v,g), 1 < g < L,, which is adjacent o the largest number 
of vertices that have smaller labels than x, is determined. This is the vertex that has an 
adjacency set of largest cardinality contained in Min(x). 
(5) If Label(x) = Label(y) for some vertices x, y e V, or equivalently, if [AL(v,g)[ > 1, for 
some g, 1 < g < Lv, then, Steps 2 through 4 are executed for the graph G[AL(v,g)] = 
G[Equal(x)], with start vertex x (determined in Step 4). 
(6) In Steps 2, 3, and 4, the labels of the vertices of the graph which are such that Label(x) 
Label(y), Vx, y E V, are computed. In this step, vertex x E V is numbered with the 
integer ax, which represents the number of vertices with a label smaller than the label 
of x, plus one, i.e., (~x = [Min(x)l + 1, gx E V. 
In Figure 4, we give a more formal listing of Algorithm PARPES (PARallel computation of a 
Perfect Elimination Scheme) which is based on the previous method. 
A lgor i thm PARPES 
begin 
1. for each x E V do in paral lel  
label(x) ~ A; / /ass ign empty labe l / /  
end; 
SV ~ {v}; Equai(v) ~ V; 
2. for each v E SV do in paral lel  
2.1 Partition the graph G[Equal(v)], with respect o vertex v E SV; 
/ /  Let AL(v, 0), AL(v, 1), . . . ,  AL(v, Lv) be the a . l . s / /  
2.2 for each x E AL(v, ~), 0 < ~ < Lv, do in paral lel  
Label(x) ~-- Label(x)[I 'Y"; 
end; 
end; 
3. for each x E V, do in paral lel  
3.1 for each y E V - {x}, do in paral lel  
if Label(y) < Label(x) then  Min(x) ~-- {y}; 
if Label(y) = Label(z) then  Equal(z) ~- {y}; 
end; 
3.2 Cx ~-- adj(x) M Min(x); 
end; 
4. for each v E SV, do in paral lel  
for each set AL(v,i),  1 < l < Lv, do in paral lel  
Select a vertex x E AL(v, ~) such that: 
Cy C_ Cx or Cy MC~ = 0, Vy E AL(v,~); 
SV ~ {x}; / / se t  SV receivers one vertex from each level l / /  
end; 
end; 
5. if Label(x) = Label(y) for some vertices x, y E V then  go to Step 2; 
6. for each x E V, do in paral lel  
ax ~-- [Min(x)[ + 1; 
aR[az] ~ x; 
G[x] ~ aR[n + 1 - x]; 
end; 
end.  
Figure 4. The Algorithm PAI~PES. 
The execution of Step 2 of the algorithm is repeated until all the vertices of the graph are 
assigned ifferent labels, i.e., Label(x) ¢ Label(y) for each pair of vertices x, y E V. 
THEOREM 4.1. Given a triangulated graph G = (V, E), the ordering a computed by algorithm 
PARPES is a perfect elimination scheme (p.e.s.). 
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PROOF. The correctness of Algorithm LEXBFS, Lemma 4.1, and the manner in which the label 
of each vertex is computed, prove that the ordering a is a p.P.S. | 
5. THE COMPLEXITY  OF THE ALGORITHM 
The computational model used in this paper is the well-known Concurrent-Read, Concurrent- 
Write Parallel RAM model (CRCW-PRAM) [15-18]. 
We obtain the complexity of the algorithm by computing the complexity of each step separately. 
STEP 1. The assignment of values to n variables is performed in constant ime O(1) with n 
processors. 
STEP 2. This step consists of two substeps which are executed k times. The value of k is 
determined subsequently. 
SUBSTEP 2.1. The partition of graph G[Equal(v)], Equal(v) C_ V, is executed in time O(log L) 
with L • H .  n 2 processors (Algorithm ALS_2 of [3]). This holds during the first partition when 
SV = {v} and Equal(v) = V. It is obvious that subsequent partitions of subgraphs induced 
by subsets of V, take less time than O(log L). It will be shown that the number of processors 
required during the repetition of this substep is smaller than the initial number of processors 
L .  H .  n 2 (see Theorem 5.1). 
SUBSTEP 2.2. In this substep, the labels of n vertices are computed. This takes constant ime 
O(1) and n processors. 
STEP 3. This step consists of Substeps 3.1 and 3.2. 
SUBSTEP 3.1. Here the vertex sets Min(x) and Equal(x) are computed for each x c V. This 
takes time O(1) with n 2 processors. 
SUBSTEP 3.2. In this substep, n set intersections adj(x)NMin(x) = Cx, Vx E V, are computed. 
This computation can be done in constant ime O(1) with n processors. Therefore, the substep 
is executed in time O(1) with n 2 processors. Obviously, the whole substep is executed in time 
O(1) with n 2 processors. 
STEP 4. Finding the set Cx such that Cy C Cx or Cy N C~ = 0, for every vertex y c AL(v,  ~), 
1 < e < Lv, requires time O(1) and ]AL(v,g)I 2. n processors. The number of adjacency-level 
sets that are involved in each execution of this step is obviously less than n = IVI. Let k be the 
number of the adjacency-level sets in the ith execution of the step, and let nl, n2 , . . . ,  nk be the 
number of vertices of the I st, 2nd,. . . ,  k th adjacency-level set, respectively. Then, the number of 
processors required is (n 2 ÷ n 2 ÷. . .  ÷ n 2) .n. Since nl ÷us  ÷" -÷nk  -- n and n~ > 0, 1 < i < k, 
this implies that n 2 ÷ n 2 ÷. . .  ÷ n~ < n 2. Therefore, this substep is executed in time O(1) with 
no more than n 3 processors. 
STEP 5. In this step, it is verified whether the relation Label(x) =Label(y), for any vertices x, y, 
holds. This operation is executed in constant ime O(1) with n 2 processors. 
STEP 6. In this step, the cardinality of sets, with at most n elements, is computed. Hence, (see 
also Substep 3.2) with n 2 processors available the computation takes time O(log n). 
Taking into consideration the complexity of each step of the algorithm and the fact that 
L • H > n, we prove the following theorem. 
THEOREM 5.1. Given a graph G -= (V,E), algorithm PARPES runs in time O(logL • logH) 
using L . H . n 2 processors on a CRCW-PRAM model, where L and H are the length and height 
of the graph, respectively. 
PROOF. First, we evaluate the total time complexity of the algorithm. For this purpose it is 
sufficient o calculate the number of repetitions of Steps 2, 3, and 4. Assume that Steps 2, 3, 
and 4 are executed k times. During the first execution of Step 2, the initial graph G = (V, E) is 
partitioned into L adjacency-level sets AL(v, 0), AL(v, 1) . . . . .  AL(v, L), where L is the length of 
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graph G. The height of the initial graph is H. We assume that partition (G, v) gives the length 
of the graph G, i.e., Lv = L. 
During the second execution of Step 2, the L graphs G[AL(v,e)], 1 <_ ~ <_ L, with 
tAL(v,g)I <_ H, are partitioned concurrently. Let L1 be the greatest length among the L par- 
titions. During the third execution of Step 2, L • L1 graphs are partitioned concurrently, and 
we denote by L2 the maximum length of the resulting partitions. During the k th execution of 
Step 2, L.  L1 . . . . .  Lk-1 graphs are partitioned concurrently. Let k be the greatest length among 
the resulting partitions. 
We shall omit the extreme case, in which the graphs G[AL(v, l)], 1 < g < L, are complete, i.e., 
L1 = L2 . . . . .  Lk = 1. We consider the worst case in which L1 -- L2 . . . . .  Lk = 2. For 
this case to hold, it is necessary that, in each partition, Levels 1 and 2 contain the same number 
of vertices. Let this number be H1, H2, . . .  ,Hk-1, for the 2 nd, 3rd, . . . ,  k th repetition of Step 2. 
Then the following relations hold: L1 • H1 = H, L2. H2 = H1 . . . .  , Lk. Hk = Hk- 1, and therefore, 
H 
H1 -- - -  
L1 
H1 
/--/2 -- ~ 
L2 
/-/k- 1 
g ~  - -  _ _  - -  
H 
L1.L2 
H 
Lk L1 .L2 . . . . . Lk"  
In the k th repetition Hk ---- 1. Therefore, H = L1 • L2 - ... • Lk, and H -- 2 k or k = logH. 
Therefore, the time complexity of Steps 2, 3, and 4 is O(log L • log H). This is, actually, the 
complexity of the algorithm. 
In order to determine the number of processors required for the execution of the algorithm, it is 
sufficient o determine the number of processors required for Step 2, specifically for Substep 2.1. 
The partition of the initial graph G = (V, E) requires L .  H .  n 2 processors, i.e., P0 = L .  H • n 2, 
where L and H are the length and the height of the initial partition, respectively. During the 
second execution of Step 2, L graphs G[AL(v, g)], 1 < g < L are partitioned. Let Le and He be 
the length and height of the ~th graph, respectively. Let G[AL(v, 1)] be the graph with L1. H1 -- 
max {L1 • H1, L2 • H2, . . . ,  Le" He, . . . ,  LL • HL}. The partition of graph G[AL(v, ~)], 1 < ~ < L, 
requires Le • He • H 2 _< L1 • H1 • H 2 processors. Therefore, the total number P1 of processors 
required for the L partitions of Substep 2.1, during the second execution of Step 2, is 
P1 <_ L" LI " HI " H2 = L" H" H 2. 
Since H < n, where n is the number of vertices of the initial graph, we turn out that P1 < L 'H 'n  2. 
Therefore, the second execution of Step 2 requires a smaller number of processors than L. H .  n 2. 
Likewise it is shown that the k th repetition of Step 2 requires a number of processors that is less 
than L .  H .  n 2. 
Therefore, the total number of processors required for the execution of the algorithm is L -H .n  2, 
as claimed. I 
6. I LLUSTRATION OF  THE ALGORITHM BY  AN EXAMPLE 
In order to illustrate the workings of algorithm PARPES, we present with the help of an 
example, the processes of partition, labelling and numbering. The numbers written in brackets 
beside the vertices are the labels. Here, vertices are named by positive integers. 
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I nput  A triangulated graph G = (V, E); Initially, all vertices have an empty label; 
1 st Execut ion  of  Step 2: 
SV = {1} Equal(l) = V 
Partition graph G[Equal(1)], with start vertex 1 E V. 
, I $ ' 2 '  ' 
1 {o} ~ 1 o  
{3} 
.' ~ I  11 {3} 
4{1)  J i 
8 121 
AL(I,0) AL(1,t) AL(I~.) AL(I,3) 
In the next execution of Step 2, the graphs with vertex sets AL(1, 1) = {2, 3, 4}, AL(1, 2) = 
{5, 6, 7, 8} and AL(1, 3) = {9, 10, 11} are considered. We select one vertex from each of the vertex 
sets (see Observation 3, Section 4). We can select Vertex 2 or 3 or 4 from AL(1, 1), Vertex 7 or 
8 from AL(1, 2) and Vertex 11 from AL(1, 3). We select Vertices 4, 8 and 11. 
2 nd Execut ion  of  Step 2: 
SV = {4,8,11} Equal(4) = {2,3,4} 
Equal(S) = {5, 6, 7, 8} 
Equal(ll) = {9, 10, 11}. 
Partition graphs G[Equal(4)], G[Equal(8)], and G[Equal(ll)], with start Vertices 4, 8, and 11, 
respectively. 
I I I I I 
i , ' i 61121} 
I I I I 
I I I I . . , , / ' ~  ', 
411101 I 7.1112} 
I I i 
, , , , 7,:211 
I I I I i '  " 
! 
I 
ST{221 
I I 
131} 
nh301 - "6  
' ]132} , lO 
AL(4,0) AL(4,1) AL(4,2) AL(8,0) AL(8,1) AL(8,2) AL(Ii,0) AL(II,1) 
In the next execution of Step 2, the graphs with vertex sets AL(8, 1) = {6, 7} and AL(11, 1) = 
{9, 10} are considered. We can select Vertex 6 or 7 from AL(8, 1) and Vertex 9 or 10 from 
AL( l l ,  1). We select Vertices 7 and 9. 
3 rd Execut ion  of  Step 2: 
SV = {7, 9} Equal(7) ={6, 7} 
Equal(9) = {9, 10} 
Partition graphs G[Equal(7)] and G[Equal(9)], with start Vertices 7 and 9, respectively. 
I I I I 
I ! I I 
I I I I 
"/12101 ~ ,~, 612111 913201 ~ ~1013111 
I I I I 
I I I I 
AL(7,0) AL(7,1) AL(9,0) AL(9,1) 
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After  3 rd execution of Step 2, all labels are deferent, i.e., Labe l ( l )  ~ Label(2) ~ . - .  
Labe l ( l l ) ,  and therefore, the control moves to Step 6. The lexicographical order ( increasing 
order) according to their  label is a follows: 
1{0}, 4{10}, 3{11}, 2{12}, 8(20}, 7{210}, 6{211}, 5{22}, 11{30}, 9{310}, 10{311}. 
STEP 6. The order ing an  is computed,  i.e., 
an  = [1 ,4 ,3 ,2 ,8 ,7 ,6 ,5 ,11 ,9 ,10]  
and final the reverse ordering of an  is computed,  i.e., 
a = [10,9 ,  11 ,5 ,6 ,7 ,8 ,2 ,3 ,4 ,  1], 
which is a p.e.s., according to definition mentioned in introduct ion.  
7. CONCLUSIONS 
In this paper,  a paral lel  a lgor i thm which computes a Perfect E l iminat ion Scheme of a tr ian-  
gulated graph G -- (V, E) ,  is presented. The algorithm, which is based main ly  on the propert ies  
of the adjacency-level  sets, runs in t ime O( logL .  logH)  using L .  H .  n 2 processors on a CRCW-  
PRAM model. The part i t ion A(G,  v), v E V, of a graph G introduces two character ist ic  measures 
in the graph G, which are the length and the height of the graph, L and H,  respectively. Note 
that  L < n and H < n, where n = IVI. 
The a lgor i thm can easi ly be modif ied to be executed in t ime O( ( logn  + L) • logH)  using n 2 
processors in the same type of computat ional  model. If we use the part i t ion a lgor i thm ALS_ I  
of [3] to produce the adjacency-level sets of the graph, then Step 2.1 of the a lgor i thm is executed 
in t ime O(L)  with n 2 processors. It is of great interest that ,  if L < log n and the part i t ion 
a lgor i thm ALS_ I  is used, the algor ithm is executed in t ime O( logn- log  H)  with n 2 processors. 
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